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Inspired by and partly reproduced from Bill Butler's DATAFILE V14N4P20
note.

What do the Manuals say about integer word size and SAME?

The Advanced User's Reference Manual:

on p.3-294: "SAME is identical in effect to == for all object types except algebraics and names"
("and some units" added in edition 3)

p.1-18/19 : "Binary integers must have the same wordsize and the same value to be identical."

→ Both statements are already contradictory!

The User's Guide gives an extra clue in the "Binary Arithmetic and number bases" section on
p.15-2: "If a binary integer argument exceeds the current wordsize, the excess most signifi-
cant (leading) bits are dropped before the command is executed."

Now, based on these rules, try to predict the output of the following 6 small program objects:
(each of them returns a logical value, either 1 for TRUE or 0 for FALSE)

'TST1' 38.5 bytes Checksum: # 5557h
´ 5 STWS 0 RçB DUP DUP + SAME ª

'TST2' 41 bytes Checksum: # 8B1Ch
´ 3 STWS 0 RçB 8 STWS 0 RçB SAME ª

'TST3' 51 bytes Checksum: # BE0Eh
´ 3 STWS 0 RçB DUP + 8 STWS 0 RçB DUP + SAME ª

'TST4' 51 bytes Checksum: # FDE0h
´ 5 STWS 0 RçB DUP + 8 STWS 0 RçB DUP + SAME ª

'TST5' 46.5 bytes Checksum: # 6414h
´ 61 STWS 0 RçB DUP DUP + SAME ª

'TST6' 67 bytes Checksum: # 3AC5h
´ 5 STWS 31 RçB 0 + 8 STWS 31 RçB 0 + SAME ª

Apparently, when the program objects are EVALuated on an HP48G, the set of rules given
above fails to predict the correct outputs!



The results

Program Output

'TST1' 0

'TST2' 1

'TST3' 0

'TST4' 1

'TST5' 1

'TST6' 1

The concept "word size":

- is not  the size of the integer you just entered.

HEX # FFh 4 STWS ⇒ # Fh
64 STWS ⇒ # FFh

Only the display of the binary integer entered is truncated to the wordsize specified. The
internal representation of the object is preserved here: it appears back upon extension of the
wordsize!

- is not  the internal size defined by the STWS argument.

# FFh 12 STWS 0 + # FFh 11 STWS 0 + SAME ⇒ 1

Even though identical operations are performed on binary integers with a different  wordsize,
SAME still returns a TRUE result! This violates the second rule above.

- STWS defines the number of bits displayed and truncation

# FFh 3 STWS BIN 0 + ⇒ # (0000)111b

The binary integer entered is indeed truncated to 3 bits (actually only when the 0 is added to
it, that's yet another catch), but the internal representation of the result turns out to be a 4 bit
binary integer including a leading 0 bit (not shown on the HP48 display of course)!

What the Manuals do not tell:

- Upon entry, binary integers are stored in full 64 bit precision. That's the extra catch men-
tioned earlier.

- Internal  integer word size works by nibbles only! Τhat leaves only 16 different possibilities:
5.5, 6, 6.5, ... 13 bytes (including the 5 byte object header). This reflects the 4 bit structure of
the Saturn CPU. On hindsight, this is not surprising.

- The STWS argument stored in memory is rounded up to the nearest multiple of 4 to define the
internal binary integer word size , using leading zero bits.

- External word size is effective for display of all binary integers visible on the stack.

- External word size defines truncation of the excess most significant (leading) bits, but

- Internal word size and truncation are only effective when a binary integer is operated upon.



Now, the above set of rules can explain the behaviour of the test programs:

Program Explanation

'TST1' Only one of the #0d copies is operated upon ⇒  lower copy is converted into 8

bit #0d, while upper copy is still 64 bit #0d ⇒  different!

'TST2' None of the #0d copies is operated upon ⇒  even though STWS commands

define different internal word sizes, both are still in 64 bit format ⇒  same!

'TST3' Both #0d copies added to themselves ⇒  upper one is converted to 4 bit, lower

one to 8 bit ⇒  different!

'TST4' Both #0d copies added to themselves ⇒  upper one is converted to 8 bit, so is

lower one ⇒  same!

'TST5' Only one of the #0d copies is operated upon ⇒  due to 61 STWS, lower copy is

converted into 64 bit #0d, while upper copy remains 64 bit ⇒  same!

'TST6' Upper #31d copy is truncated to 5 bit, but its internal word size becomes 8 bit.
#31d fits within 5 bits anyway ⇒  no leading bits lost ⇒  same as 8 bit #31d
version.

Conclusion:

Bill Butler gave a nice and concise description for the above properties in his DATAFILE
V14N4 note: "Wordsize-truncating operations on nibble-upsized binary integers".

Actually, there's nothing wrong with the way binary integers behave as arguments for the
SAME command, but the H-P manuals could have been a bit more clear about it! After all, the
== command works all right with this type of objects. So the deviating behaviour of SAME
could even be useful for some purpose, if well documented, at least!


